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After being delayed numerous times, the Thai Fight 2011 semi-finals finally took place today in
Bangkok, Thailand. Two fights in each of the featured tournament weight classes, 67kg and
70kg, took place. Each participant had won previous fights in order to advance to the
semi-finals.

Long time K-1 star Buakaw Por. Pramuk took on French fighter Mickael Piscitello. Piscitello
actually held his own quite well until about halfway through the fight when Buakaw took over.
Buakaw completely dominated the third round, knocking down Piscitello with a close elbow in
the clinch before finishing the fight with another vicious elbow. He'll move on to the finals on
December 18.

Fabio Pinca met Mosab Amrani at 67kg. As per usual, Amrani came out guns blazing in the
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first. Like Buakaw's fight, Pinca started to take over in the second when he hurt Amrani. The
domination continued, as Pinca threw Amrani all over the place in the clinch, forced a standing
eight count in the third and almost got a knockdown off a high kick. Pinca clearly won, but
Amrani was very upset after the fight, spitting at Pinca's corner. When Pinca's cornerman
offered Mosab water, Mosab smacked it out of his hand. I don't think we'll be seeing Mosab
invited to compete at Thai Fight again.

Frank Giorgi and Abraham Roqueni met in a great fight at 70kg. Roqueni hurt Giorgio twice in
the second round but was unable to finish him off. In the third, Giorgio came back and stole the
fight, roughing up Roqueni in the clinch. Giorgio looked huge compared to Roqueni. He'll meet
Buakaw on December 18 in the finals.

At 67kg, Kem Sitsongpeenong met Dongsu Kim. The fight was really a mismatch, as Kem toyed
around with and dominated Kim for the whole fight. Quick results:

Buakaw Por. Pramuk def. Mickael Piscitello by KO (Right Elbow) in Round 3.

Fabio Pinca def. Mosab Amrani by decision.

Frank Giorgi def. Abraham Roqueni by decision.

Kem Sitsongpeenong def. Dongsu Kim by decision.
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